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A loyal warrior 
will rarely worry 

why we rule



Well, it’s worth to try.

⚫ WHAT IS THE 
CORRECT RESPONSE?

I suggest  that you save 
the documents under a 
different name.



Sure, what’s the problem?

⚫Can you give me a 
hand with my printer?



That’s really kind of you.

⚫Let me take a look at 
that scanner problem 

you have.



How about rebooting the system?

⚫I can’t get my screen to 
turn on



Thanks, but I think I can manage.

Are you sure you don’t  
want me to fix that for 

you?



LET’S RELAX!



⚫ Theme: INTERNET
⚫ GOAL: - learn about the Internet
⚫ Objectives: 
- read and talk about modern 

technologies
- learn some new words and 

expressions
- listen to information about the 

Internet
- Learn idioms related to technology



⚫ 1. What is the Internet?

⚫ 2. What does “www” mean?

⚫ 3. Who created the Internet?

⚫ 4. How many websites are there at present 
time?

⚫ 5. Which countries in the world have got the 
highest number of users?

A worldwide system of computer networks 

World  Wide  Web  

Tim Berners-Lee  

As of 6 April 2017:      128,307,680 .COM Addresses

1- China    2- The USA   3- India      



If we analyze the number of internet users by continent, then 
Asia comes on the top because 48.4% of internet users are 

living in Asia. Similarly Americas, Europe Africa and 
Oceania are ranked respectively.

 



⚫ Access
⚫ Bridge the divide
⚫ Broadband
⚫ Email account
⚫ Feature
⚫ Research
⚫ Review
⚫ Schedule
⚫ Search engine
⚫ Subscription
⚫ Take over
⚫ Upgrade
⚫ Wirelessly
⚫ worldwide

отзыв

уменьшать разницу
широкополостной

Эл почтовый адрес
статья, сенсационный материал

исследование

доступ

расписание
поисковая система
подписка

контролировать
улучшить
без проводов

глобально



Get crossed wires/ 
misunderstand to each other

Idioms related to technology   



To be on the same wavelength/ 
think in the same way



To be not  rocket science / 
difficult to understand



To be light years ahead of/ 
to be a lot more advanced than


